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Abstract 

This paper is to study and think about the adequacy of celebrity endorsements versus 

non-celebrity endorsements on Fast Moving Consumer Goods. This examination gives 

significant confirmations to advertiser’s dependent on the celebrity endorsement models and 

its correlation with non-celebrity endorsement models to urge them to utilize. Celebrity 

endorsements procedure in their promotions. The result shows that the celebrity endorsed 

products effects the consumer buying behaviour. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The changing situation of the overall economies has drawn a genuine consideration of 

social researchers and the board specialists towards execution of an association. It relies on 

the different variables and a viable promoting framework is one of them. Today, in this time 

when shopper is treated as a King, consequently, attempted of customer gets essential to plan 

and making a methodology. Celebrities are those individuals who are notable by an enormous 

number of individuals.  

 

CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT 

Brand Endorsement is an approach to get the brand portrayed in the midst of the 

messiness that is there on the lookout. Collaboration is therefore, needed among brand and 

superstar. The superstar really profits in speeding up the brand picture plan measure. Each 

celebrity through his/her exhibition, makes an impact about society. This enthusiastically 

affects shopper's demeanor toward the brand and their purchasing goals. The colossal 

utilization of big names in advertising exchanges has transformed into the demonstration of 

critical organizations in the emplacement of the brand in the mind of purchasers. 
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CELEBRITY AND NON-CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT 

In the current period, the publicizing business is prepared to pay progressively to the 

famous people. Then again, organizations have confined have limited command over the 

celebrity's persona which can moreover achieve high danger and 'no increase' conditions. It is 

an unavoidable issue before the association to underwrite the item with the celebrity or 

without a celebrity. The past research plainly showed that utilization of celebrity in ads can 

emphatically influence the reliability, acknowledgment of message, memory and friendliness 

of the promotions, consequently in any event on buy intensions of purchasers. It has been 

discovered that celebrity endorser was more dependable, appealing and equipped than non-

celebrity endorsers. It communicated that a celebrity offers a wide scope of way of life that 

can't be coordinated with the unknown individual. Some expressed that a shopper buys just 

those items which are embraced by the celebrity. A celebrity supported promotions could be 

ascribed to devour, who accept that big names acknowledge to embrace creations as a 

resultant part of their actual feeling towards the item and not due to the installment that they 

get. Essentially among item and not on account of the installment that they get. Similitude 

among item and the people who is embraced by celebrity that is similarly as attributes like 

picture, mastery or allure accept a fundamental part in the viability of commercials and a 

most good match between the celebrity endorser and the item. Celebrity underwriting 

exceptionally influences the buy intensions of the customers. Celebrity endorsers grew more 

inspirational mentalities towards advancing items. The past investigations, it clarified that the 

significance of celebrity support methodology had been perceived by different scientists. 

Then again, different investigations didn't support the celebrity underwriting methodology. 

The researchers presumed that celebrity support had presently no impact on customer 

dynamic. Based on conversation made above, it very well may be said that a distinction in the 

existing assessment of specialists with respect to the utilization of celebrity underwriting by 

the organizations. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The literature survey is a basic and inside and out assessment of past research. It is a 

cycle to evaluate writing identified with an examination issue. The tremendous outline of 

writing has been contracted to aggregate the important realities about the examination issue. 

It shapes the premise to gather not just the important realities about the exploration issue 

viable, yet in addition assists with discovering the hole in the meetings and online sources has 
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been looked into for the reason. A portion of the significant and pertinent examinations are 

assessed as here under: 

 

Hadia (2006) in her investigation named, "Celebrity Endorsement Branding" talked about 

that because of the massive accessibility of media, the development of another phase of 

business correspondence occurred. The point of the examination was to inspect the 

consumers demeanor towards celebrity supported aroma in contrast with premium scent 

brands. The example was female clients younger than thirty. Accommodation examining 

method was utilized for the reason. The factual method of chi-square test was utilized. Both 

quantitative and subjective information were gathered to accomplish the destinations of the 

examination. A center gathering were utilized for gathering quantitative data and center 

gatherings were utilized for gathering the subjective information. The outcomes showed that 

dominant part of consumers was included exceptionally in scent utilization and bought just 

premium branded aromas. There was an unmistakable inclination of devouring premium 

branded aromas over celebrity supported scents because of the way that consumers 

considered a celebrity embraced scents in absence of believability. The idea of celebrity 

endorsement was not viable in aromas when the consumers were exceptionally included in 

light of the fact that they saw scents as something individual and individual and didn't have 

any desire to be related with a celebrity. 

Jain S. (2008) contemplates, “Study on the Impact of Celebrity Endorsement on the Indian 

Consumer’s Purchase Decision” assisted with understanding the effect of celebrity 

endorsement on the consumers buy choice. The examination zeroed in on two fundamental 

inquiries right off the bat, the impact of celebrity endorsement on the consumers buy choice 

and also, their inclination over celebrity and non-celebrity commercial. The technique for 

research depended on talk with strategy. In the inclination of a celebrity over the non-

celebrity, several respondents felt that a celebrity endorsement didn't pull in them more 

preposterous celebrity endorsement. Several members further added and expressed that 

celebrity's appeal straightforwardly affected the item. Practically every one of the members 

settled upon celebrity having a connection with the brand/item being affirmed. They 

additionally asserted that big names ought to be coordinated up to the items and the other way 

around. Most likely, concerning famous people underwriting numerous items every one of 

the members concurred that superstars embrace various items just to bring in more cash. 
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Gaied&Rached (2010) led their investigation named, “The Persuasive Effectiveness of 

Famous and Non-Famous Endorsers in Advertising” expected to analyze the convincing 

viability and mentalities change prompted on account of renowned and non-acclaimed 

endorser in the commercial. The examination explored whether saw endorser believability 

had an importance impact on the disposition towards publicizing, and the mentality towards 

brand and the goal to purchase and whether endorser skill had an importance impact on the 

demeanor towards promoting and the mentality towards brand and the aim to purchase. The 

outcomes showed that the non-celebrity spokespersons were sounder, and produced more 

representative. The speculations figured were 1). Seen endorser validity significantly affected 

the demeanor towards the publicizing, the mentality towards the brand and the expectation to 

purchase; 2). Endorser ability essentially affected the demeanor towards commercial and the 

celebrity/obscure endorser on the mentality towards the promotion, the disposition towards 

the brand, and the goal to purchase; 3). Seen endorser allure significantly affected the 

demeanor towards notice and the aim to purchase item; and 4). Celebrity endorser had a more 

critical impact than a non-celebrity/obscure endorser on the demeanor towards the promoting, 

the mentality towards the brands, and buy to purchase. Examination viewpoints were in the 

imminent of celebrity and non-celebrity, demeanor towards a new brand for other item 

fragment and seen the effect of full of feeling, psychological and conative mentalities it can 

produce. The segment investigated the convincing force of non-natural endorser's validity 

and credibility as an advantaged resource for buildup publicizing viability. The sponsors 

ought not adventure or abuse it in their messages to guarantee a positive demeanor towards 

publicizing and the advanced brand of the intended interest group. Consequently, this 

examination investigated that non-celebrity endorsement and initiated more sure insights. The 

scientists further uncovered that coordinate among endorser and beneficiary/consumer is a 

deciding component for promoting's enticing adequacy. 

Kundu (2013) in his examination paper, “Customers’ Perception towards the Fast-Moving 

Consumer Goods in Rural Market: An Analysis” inspected the variables influencing the buy 

choice of consumers towards the acquisition of quick consumer merchandise (FMCG), and 

suggested the approaches that can be embraced by the publicists to build mindfulness among 

the country purchasers. It was tracked down that provincial purchasers saw that TV ads 

followed by print ads and informal exchange assumed a significant part in taking the choice 

to buy FMCG. Distinct measurements with social variables were not solid to such an extent 

that can impact the buy choice. There was a great deal of variety in the training, pay and 
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control of the country purchasers. The theories were that the country purchasers didn't 

altogether vary demographically towards factors impacting their buying choice for Fast 

Moving Consumer Goods. 

Parmar & Patel (2014) in their examination named, “A Study on Consumer Perception for 

Celebrity & Non-Celebrity Endorsement in Television Commercials for Fast Moving 

Consumer Goods” expected to evaluate consumers' insight about utilizing celebrity and non-

celebrity endorsement in notices. The other examination destinations were centered around 

contemplating the impact of segment factors on clients' view of celebrity and non-celebrity 

endorsers in commercials and the impact of mental variables on clients' impression of 

celebrity and non-celebrity endorsers in promotions. The comfort testing procedure was 

utilized to gather the information. Elucidating measurements were applied to the information. 

The paper investigated the responses of respondents to publicizing and using a celebrity 

endorser against a non-celebrity notice concerning all FMCG merchandise. This proposed 

that despite the fact that the celebrity didn't include weight other conduct or attitudinal 

factors, it made a solid uplifting disposition towards the brand. For any pay bunch, view of 

celebrity and non-celebrity endorsement for FMCG items had a positive picture. The pay was 

a decent wellspring of looking at the conduct of a client. Celebrity supported ad catches the 

consumer's consideration effectively, expressions of endorsement about an item from a most 

loved celebrity were acknowledged as a tribute by the consumers. Celebrity embraced notices 

made a durable effect in the consumer's psyche. Celebrity endorsement commercial decidedly 

impacted consumers to buy their brand. The outcomes showed that every one of the 

autonomous factors like celebrity and non-celebrity's believability, allure, skill was 

associated with every one of the needy factors like perspectives toward the TVC and for 

interest in a FMCG class. 

Further there were various studies like Sharma and Singh (2020), Singh (2017), Singh and 

Bala (2020), Singh& Dhaliwal (2015), Singh, Dhaliwal & Rajni (2017), Singh, Sharma, 

Garg, &Bala (2021), Singh, Sood, &Bala (2021) were conducted in India. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 key intention of this paper is to evaluate those factors that manipulated the consumer 

buying behaviour towards the FMCG products and consumer durables due to the celebrity 

and non-celebrity endorsement. This study adopts an online questionnaire survey conducted. 

The online questionnaire method is used because the internet is the most suitable medium 
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through which to reach the desired sample of internet users. The study was descriptive in 

nature to identify the factors that are influencing the consumer buying behaviour towards 

FMCG and consumer durables due to celebrity and non-celebrity endorsement in different 

area (urban, semi-urban and rural area). Survey research technique were applied and data was 

collected online from generalpublic. 

 

FINDING, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

The responses obtained from 217 respondents for this study. 

Q1. The advertisement with the celebrity gets my attention more than the advertisement with 

the non-celebrity endorser 

 

Figure 4. 1 

In Figure 4.1 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 40 people strongly agreed, 88 people agreed, 49 people have neutral opinion while 27 

disagreed and 13 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q2. Advertisement with the celebrity are more popular than advertisement with non-celebrity 

endorser 
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Figure 4. 2 

In Figure 4.2 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 47 people strongly agreed, 99 people agreed, 39 people have neutral opinion while 23 

disagreed and 9 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q3.Advertisements with celebrities are more favourable to remember than advertisements with 

non-celebrity endorsers 

 

Figure 4. 3 

In Figure 4.3 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 45 people strongly agreed, 96 people agreed, 39 people have neutral opinion while 28 
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disagreed and 9 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q4. Products endorsed by popular celebrities are costlier than products endorsed by non-

celebrities 

 

Figure 4. 4 

In Figure 4.4 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 47 people strongly agreed, 97 people agreed, 50 people have neutral opinion while 19 

disagreed and 4 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q5. Celebrity endorsement motivate me more to purchase a particular brand than non-celebrity 

 

Figure 4. 5 
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In Figure 4.5 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 11 people strongly agreed, 64 people agreed, 62 people have neutral opinion while 55 

disagreed and 25 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q6.Celebrity endorsement is good for promoting products and increasing sale 

 

Figure 4. 6 

In Figure 4.6 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 33 people strongly agreed, 123 people agreed, 34 people have neutral opinion while 20 

disagreed and 7 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q7. I am not going to switch to another brand if it is endorsed by my favourite celebrity  

 

Figure 4. 7 
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In Figure 4.7 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 21 people strongly agreed, 59 people agreed, 58 people have neutral opinion while 61 

disagreed and 18 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

Q8.  I like to recommend friends/relatives to buy products endorsed by celebrities  

 

Figure 4. 8 

In Figure 4.8 the responses collected from 217 respondents for the above statement shows 

that 7 people strongly agreed, 39 people agreed, 82 people have neutral opinion while 56 

disagreed and 33 strongly disagreed to the statement.  

The table below shows the descriptive statistics of the 8 questions being asked in the 

questionnaire, considering all the responses filled by the 217 respondents while performing 

the calculations. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Mean 3.369815668

Standard Error 0.043585133

Median 3.5

Mode 3.625

Standard Deviation 0.642049102

Sample Variance 0.412227049

Kurtosis 0.128534131

Skewness -0.599019726
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Range 3.375

Minimum 1.375

Maximum 4.75

Sum 731.25

Count 217

Table 4. 1 

Table: 4.1 shows the results of descriptive statistics. It is found that the mean of the total 

respondents on the scale items is 3.369815668 with Standard Deviation 0.642049102. As per 

the scale the range of mean score between 1 to 3 shows that the respondents were less 

inclined towards celebrity endorsed products than the non-celebrity endorsed products and 

the mean value between 3 to 5 showed that the respondents were more inclined towards 

celebrity endorsed products than the non-celebrity endorsed products. 

Hence, the result shows that the celebrity endorsed products effects the consumer buying 

behaviour of the respondents. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The study done shows that both celebrity and non-celebrity endorsement qualities are 

identified with buyers' mentality towards promotion. In any case, the investigation likewise 

shows that celebrity actually have more noteworthy impact contrasted with non-celebrity. It 

is critical to check while picking a specific celebrity to be occupied with a promotion as the 

picture of the celebrity is significant. Since the item and celebrity is exceptionally 

harmonious it might make a significant degree of authenticity among the purchasers. 

dependability is an adequacy device and valuable approach to cause client to feel more 

certain and trust in the item. As an end, connecting with celebrity to support item or brand 

through the ad is a powerful method to present advantages of item or brand. Celebrity could 

carry their own symbolic significance to the endorsement interaction and later passed it on 

the shopper. Celebrity has the ability of conveying further implications and force on the item. 

Besides, the way of life and character of a non-celebrity couldn't coordinate with the 

celebrity. 
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CONCLUSION 

Celebrity endorsement has absolutely changed the old method of showcasing utilized 

in earlier years. It is been acknowledged to be a "ubiquitous highlight of current showcasing" 

(McCracken, 1989). Promotions are consistently an intend to draw in the consideration of a 

consumer. To stand out enough to be noticed by the crowd advertisers utilize various 

techniques. Among which the utilization of celebrity endorser in ad is the hugest and broadly 

rehearsed. Same as past investigates, this examination additionally affirms the meaning of 

celebrity endorser's utilization in notices as it decidedly impacts the consumer's buy 

expectations. The consumer’s buying behavior to celebrity endorsed products was 

significantly affected by the role of celebrity and non-celebrity endorsed products on the 

consumer preference. This study was done to look at that what changed measurements and 

qualities of celebrity endorsers would mean for a consumer's purchasing goals. The 

Descriptive Statistics results demonstrate that there is a positive connection between the 

celebrity endorsement and the consumer purchasing expectations. The results cleared that the 

celebrity endorsement had a substantial influence on consumer decision making. It cleared 

that still the celebrity endorsement strategy works as an efficient scheme for promoting the 

FMCG and consumer durables.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The present study looks at the effect of celebrity endorsement on the consumer 

conduct. There can be various factors which may intercede the connection between 

the celebrity endorsement and consumer buying conduct. Consequently, the 

investigations to be led later may focus on the intercession of these factors.  

 There are a few elements which impact the consumer buying conduct and celebrity 

endorsement. The connection impact of the factors can be estimated on the consumer 

buying conduct and celebrity endorsement.  

 Such studies can focus on a particular gathering of consumers, which may assist with 

getting consumers view and convictions from various points.  

 The study can be recreated in different ventures moreover. Hence, it very well may be 

led at the public, state and region level in other mechanical areas. 
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